In our modern era of digital
photography saturated with color
images, it’s easy to forget that the
important role the Commercial
Artist once played in the field of
print media.
The names of some of these
illustrators remain familiar today,
including N.C. Wyeth and Norman
Rockwell, both of whom made a
sizeable portion of their income
creating cover art for popular
magazines and books.
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Early radio magazines also provided
some employment for a few
commercial artists. One such artist
was Howard V. Brown, who was
once well known for his cover art
on issues of “Radio News” and other A Howard V Brown cover from “Radio News.” Obvious, old Moggie isn’t
Gernsback publications. Brown
pleased with the rotary spark gap!
studied at the Art Institute of
Chicago from 1899 until 1902. During the First World War, he was employed as a camouflage
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QNI Mission Statement
QNI is an independent newsletter
dedicated to promoting NTS and
genuine emergency
communications preparedness.

contained herein do not reflect
the policies or opinions of the
ARRL, the National Association
for Amateur Radio, nor those of
any particular NTS net or
emergency communications
organization.

Our newsletter is independently
published and distributed free of
charge to the Amateur Radio
and emergency management
community.
The opinions

Our mission is to provide a
forum for NTS volunteers
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throughout North America. We
operate on the premise that
Amateur Radio public service
volunteers should be, first and
foremost, communicators and
technicians. If you share this
vision, please support QNI.
Submit your news and articles
for publication.

The Commercial Artist
Continued from Page 1
artist by the US Shipping Board. The 1920s brought him
considerable notoriety as he created cover art for The Popular
Magazine, Excitement, and High Spot Magazine. He also sold
covers to Science and Invention, Astounding Stories, Startling
Stories, Thrilling Wonder Stories and the aforementioned Radio
News.
Another commercial artist of the 1920s, whose work was quite
familiar to radio amateurs was Clyde E. Darr (Amateur Radio
Call Sign 8ZZ). Darr was employed as a commercial artist by
the Timken Axle Company at Detroit, Michigan. He
illustrated many of the covers of QST throughout the 1920s
until his untimely passing in 1929.
Darr remains an overlooked pioneer in the field of
broadcasting. Like Frank Conrad of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Darr began experimenting with radiotelephone broadcasting
from his home at 137 Hill St. in Highland Park, Michigan.
Darr’s experiments in broadcasting soon caught the attention
of James Edmund Scripps, the Publisher of the Detroit Evening
News, who requested Darr’s assistance with the installation of
a radiotelephone station at the Detroit News Building on
Lafayette Avenue in Downtown Detroit. This experimental
radiophone station would eventually become WWJ, one of the
oldest continuously operating broadcast stations in the United
States.

Some Thoughts on Bulk Traffic
By James Wades, WB8SIW
For years now, the value of bulk message originations has been
a point of contentious debate within the NTS community. The
value of these messages often seems to be a "zero-sum" gain
and the response they garner ranges across the board from
positive to extremely negative.

Recently, I took the opportunity to originate some bulk
messages to members of the Morse Telegraph Club (MTC).
MTC is an association of retired railroad and commercial
telegraphers, telegraph industry employees, historians, radio
amateurs and others with an interest in the history and
traditions of telegraphy.
The process of originating these messages was rather simple.
Along with each annual membership renewal, the member is
asked to complete a form providing his latest address and
contact information. This information helps us keep our
database accurate to ensure that copies of our Quarterly
Journal, entitled "Dots and Dashes," are mailed to the correct

Darr’s 1923 depiction of a traffic handler after a busy all-night session
during the early “Trunk Line” era.

locations.
This year, I decided to originate a radiogram to each member
when he submits his dues to the club. The text was simple and
straightforward:

THANK YOU FOR RENEWING YOUR MEMBERSHIP IN
THE MORSE TELEGRAPH CLUB X YOUR SUPPORT IS
GREATLY APPRECIATED X 73

JAMES WADES
INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

The results of these bulk originations have been surprising to say
the least. I have received e-mails and radiograms from many
NTS members telling me that they really enjoyed delivering the
messages. Many have told of the enjoyable conversations that
resulted from the delivery process. The response has been
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of the originator is perceived. There is no apparent
catalyst for the origination of the message. This results in
an incongruity, which is often difficult for both the
delivering radio amateur and the Addressee to
comprehend.

overwhelmingly excellent and quite unexpected.

So what makes these bulk messages different from others? Why
are these bulk originations seen in such a positive light while
those generated from a FCC database or similar source are not?
After considerable thought, it seems several factors made the
MTC renewal radiograms a success:


The MTC radiograms were originated in direct response to
a timely catalyst, which was the act of paying one's annual
dues. The addressee can easily grasp the purpose of the
radiogram acknowledgement and he or she can draw a
connection between his own actions and the reason for the
message origination.



As the President of the Morse Telegraph Club and
originator of the messages, I had a known relationship with the
addressee that is clear and logical. While it may be an indirect
relationship, I am not a stranger to the addressee. Because
of this, the radiogram is perceived as a message from an
associate or friend as opposed to a message from a total
stranger, as is often the case with the birthday greetings or
"renew your license" radiograms.



The address and telephone number used to generate the
MTC radiograms was extremely current and based on
information that was days, rather than perhaps years old.



The Addressee is already a radio amateur or a former
telegraph operator who understands the nature of a
telegram or radiogram and is therefore quite comfortable
with the delivery process.
From his/her personal
perspective, the delivery is a positive moment to be
enjoyed.





The databases used for many bulk originations are
extremely obsolete. For example, telephone numbers
from on-line databases are often years old. Furthermore,
many fail to renew their amateur radio license for a reason.
They may be incapacitated, extremely ill, or worse yet;
dead. A lot can happen during the ten year term of a US
Amateur Radio License. The result is often a wrong
number or worse yet, an embarrassing delivery attempt to
a deceased radio amateur, which can discourage those
volunteers of a more sensitive nature.



The ease with which one can originate hundreds of bulk
messages using NTSD and similar resources can result in a
nearly daily infusion of bulk messages at the section level.
It is not unusual for dozens of these messages to be left
behind on a net due to the lack of outlets. As a result, one
or two DRS volunteers or Net Liaison Stations often get
stuck "holding the bag." The result is volunteer
frustration and burn-out, particularly in areas with large
urban populations (e.g Detroit, Chicago, etc.).

So what ideas can we take home from this exercise? Perhaps
the answers to managing the bulk message problem are rather
simple. For example:

I purposely limited the message originations to not more
than 15 to 20 per day. In addition, I spread these
originations out between the morning "Hit and Bounce"
CW Net, and the NTS Cycle 4 Area Nets in order to not
overwhelm the system with the same "flavor" of message
day-in and day-out.

Juxtaposing my experience with those of other bulk originators,
it seems to me that at least two of these factors are missing in
many NTS bulk originations. For example, when one culls
address data from a database, several potential problems emerge:




The addressee sees no apparent relationship between
himself and the originator. An analogy might be the
response one might have if one were to encounter a total
stranger on a busy street who stepped forward to offer a
birthday greeting.



My experience shows there is nothing wrong with bulk
originations. They can work if done properly and in limited
amounts over a specific range of time.



Bulk originations may best be limited to situations in which
there is a direct connection between the actions of the
addressee and the purpose of the message. Messages that
are originated based on the inaction of an addressee may be
problematic.



The originator of the radiograms should be known to the
addressee, either directly, or indirectly by some form of
well-defined association.



The quantity of messages originated during a typical radioday should be limited to an amount that does not tax the
processing/routing capacity of any one weak or struggling
NTS Section.

It seems that there are plenty of ways to fulfill these
requirements by developing relationships with organizations
that have a direct connection to Amateur Radio and which can
provide timely contact data along with a relevant reason for bulk
originations. These reasons might include actions such as
joining a club, registering/applying for an operating award,
sending SASEs to the QSL Bureau or the like.

"Happy birthday messages," "please renew your license
messages" and the like are not originated in response to an
action by the addressee. Therefore, no direct, timely
connection between the actions of the addressee and those
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The fact remains that NTS should also not be too reliant on bulk
traffic. Far too few NTS volunteers originate unique, individual
radiograms. One concept I have been promoting for some time
is the concept of a "radiogram QSL card." Most of us engage in
casual conversations or chase some type of "wall paper" or
operating award. Why not make it a habit to send out a quick
"thank you" note acknowledging a particularly enjoyable QSO
or the opportunity to work a much need grid-square, state or
province? Many of us contest, rag chew, and chase awards, don't
we?

When copying message traffic using a keyboard, a good
operator copies perhaps a word to several words (or more)
behind. There is good reason for this. First, it provides the
receiving operator with sufficient time to process what he is
receiving and to identify any errors that may require
"fills" (request for correction or clarification) before the
message is actually transcribing onto the paper. Second, it
allows the operator to pace himself at a steady speed, thereby
limiting typing errors and the subsequent need for corrections,

In the meantime, let's look for ways to make our bulk traffic
relevant and manageable. Perhaps if we do so, it can work to our
advantage and strengthen NTS to the point where a radiogram
delivery is viewed as a unique and special occasion. If done
correctly, we may attract new NTS members so we can generate
the outlets needed for the system to function efficiently.
-30-

The All-Cap Mill
By James Wades, WB8SIW

There are few tools as useful to the traffic handler as the
typewriter or computer word processor program. The ability to
copy message traffic accurately using these devices is a significant
advantage to the operator. It speeds the flow of traffic,
improves accuracy and it adds a touch of professionalism to the
process of traffic handling and emergency communications. The
ability to quickly transcribe a message onto a message form
(radiogram or IC-213 for example) or keep a neat, professional
radio log is a real advantage when operating from a key station in
time of emergency.
Before the personal computer, operators used a special type of
manual typewriter called the "telegrapher's mill." This is a
special typewriter that prints in upper-case characters only. In
addition, the "zero" is slashed to ensure there is no confusion
between the "O" and the "0." This was particularly important
when messages contained codes or cypher groups.

Your Editor copying traffic on an All-Cap Mill
backspacing or the like.
A good operator will typically copy ten words to a line while
transcribing the text of the message. He may also leave a space
between the first five groups and the second five groups on the
same line. This allows him to quickly calculate the group count
at a glance, while copying a telegram or radiogram, thereby
speeding the confirmation process before moving onto the next
message.

There are a few other small differences between a mill and a
modern computer keyboard, one of which is the fact that the
numbers tend to be shifted approximately one space along the
upper row of keys. Those who have copied considerable
message traffic over the years on a telegrapher's mill often find
they mistype numbers on a computer keyboard by one digit
each, if they are not carful. As with teleprinters, the
punctuation may also be specialized on some mills. Such
specialized punctuation was required to accommodate financial
transactions, weather reports, and similar data requiring special
symbols.

With a neat, professional message blank and an all-cap mill or
computer word processor program, one can keep a neat,
professional file of traffic not just during routine times, but also
during those circumstances in which accuracy and a professional
appearance is important, such as during emergency or disaster
operations in which one is operating from a key station or EOC.
4

Learning to copy on a mill

Useful for both CW and Voice

Undoubtedly, many would like to learn to copy traffic on a mill
or computer. The process is the same as learning to copy traffic
using a pen or pencil. However, the basic typing skills must be
in place first. The ability to accurately and "automatically"
touch-type comfortably at speeds of 50 to 60 wpm or more is a
big advantage for the traffic handler who is taking his first steps
toward developing the ability to copy message traffic on the
mill.

While the mill is typically associated with the professional
telegrapher or CW operator, the use of a mill actually offers the
greater advantage to the phone operator. CW operators are
somewhat limited in transmission speed by their ability to
transmit in code. However, many voice operators tend to
transmit traffic at a much faster rate than they should,
particularly when they are new or inexperienced.
This
tendency to "speed-up" can exceed one's ability to copy with a
"stick," resulting in the need for fills and errors. Fortunately, a
good typist can typically handle voice traffic at a much higher
speed, thereby allowing a receiving operator to keep-up with a
nervous beginner who sends a message too fast. It also allows
two experienced phone operators to clear traffic more rapidly,
thereby greatly improving the efficiency of a voice net.

It is wise to practice copying the traffic exchanges of others,
keep radio logs and perform similar administrative skills in the
background while monitoring (but not participating in) nets for
a week or two before using one's new skills operationally. Once
one is confident that he can copy the traffic exchanges of others
without stumbling over typing errors and the like, he can "go
live" by using the mill on his favorite net. During these initial
exchanges, it may be wise to ask the operator transmitting the
radiogram to "QRS."

Finding a Mill
While the computer and associated word processing programs
are ubiquitous, some may want to use the "all cap mill," which is
now a bit of a dinosaur. If one is interested in obtaining the Real
McCoy, they do turn up now and then at second hand stores, on
Internet auction sites and the like. There are also a few on-line
retailers who specialize in the refurbishing and sale of vintage
typewriters who may be able to keep your name and information
on a "wanted list."

A few other tips are helpful during the learning process:


Wear headphones when using the mill. They make it easier
to copy weak signals or those stations affected by QRM
conditions without additional "interference" from the noise
of the typewriter or keyboard.



If using a computer word processor program, see if it is
possible to set up the program so that the "zero" displays
and prints with the standard slash through it. Many world
processing programs offer this seldom used option.
“Consolas” is one font that has this feature.



Radiograms and telegraphic traffic are traditionally
transcribed in all-capitals. No; this isn't "shouting" unless
you’re a teenager texting your boyfriend or girlfriend.



If using a "mill," get a feel for how many messages fit on a
page. This ensures that one doesn't run out of paper in the
middle of transcribing a message at the bottom of a form.
Some typewriters have a scale, which allows one to see at a
glance how many inches from the bottom of the paper one
is. Of course, this isn't a problem with a word processing
program on one's PC.



Develop a habit of leaving a fixed number of spaces
between the signature line or other administrative data at
the bottom of a message and any succeeding message. This
results in a neat, organized and easy to follow file of
message traffic.



CW operators may want to keep a second key close to the
mill. This allows the operator to send the traditional "dit"
between messages received and it allows one to request fills
quickly and conveniently without reaching around to a
radio.

For most hams, the PC and printer will be the obvious solution.
Yet, there remains something special about picking up a big file
of traffic from a first class operator on a snappy CW circuit using
the old "Remington Radiotelegraph Typewriter" or "Postal
Telegraph Mill."

Example of the type from an All-Cap Mill. Note the type face including
the “slashed zero”
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In response to our December 2013 issue of “QNI,” a number of ARES organizations submitted samples of their IC213 message forms, which were developed in cooperation with their local emergency management agencies. As
can be seen by two of these examples, the process of supporting both the radiogram format and the IC-213 message form is an issue others have already addressed. As these examples show, the consistency between the two
formats makes it easy to develop the tools needed to facilitate compatibility between the two formats.
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NTS Forum at Dayton Hamvention
It has been many years since a NTS Forum has been held at the
Dayton Hamvention. A proposal was submitted on behalf of the
Illinois CW Net requesting a NTS forum to be held at the 2014
Hamvention. This request has been approved.
The NTS Forum is scheduled for:
Saturday May 17, 2014 in Room 2 from 1530-1700 EDT
On the agenda is an overview of recent changes to the NTS
program. The forum will also serve as an opportunity to
exchange ideas for improving NTS.
The forum will be hosted by James Wades, WB8SIW. In addition
to rank-and-file NTS members, we are hoping that our NTS and
ARES leadership officials will also be there to offer their input on
ways we can improve NTS to make it more customer-service
oriented and more relevant in our modern era.
If you are planning to attend the “Mecca of Amateur Radio,” be
sure to allocate some time to attend this important forum. The
Hamvention Committee has been very supportive in this
endeavor, and we want to return the favor in the form of genuine
enthusiasm and participation.
Please note that forum times may be subject to change. Check the
Dayton Hamvention Web Page a few weeks before the big event in order to
confirm the day and time.

A MacGyver Moment
By James Wades, WB8SIW

It’s hard to believe that the much anticipated “Y2K” rollover took
place over a decade ago. Tempus Fugit!
While the hype that surrounded “Y2K” seems a bit silly in
retrospect, the fact remains that considerable time and effort was
invested in planning for the event by government agencies. In
Michigan, ARES and NTS were responsible for developing
communications contingency plans supporting the Michigan State
Police Emergency Management Division and the Michigan
Department of Corrections. In reality, few of us involved in
planning for the event were concerned about infrastructure
failure due to computer glitches. What was more worrying for
emergency planners was the possibility that the media hype and
public fear surrounding “Y2K” might be exploited to create panic
or to enhance a terrorist attack.

No NTS Volunteers in this neighborhood!
Camps throughout the State of Michigan. Many of these
facilities chose to rely on Amateur Radio to transmit these
reports due to the decentralized nature and well-known
survivability of Amateur Radio Networks.
New Year’s Eve finally arrived at the State Emergency
Operations Center (SEOC). The communications gear was
tested, the message forms were ready, and everyone was
present and accounted for. Unfortunately, as is often the case
with such operations, a last minute problem arose. Shortly
before we were to activate for the evening, I was approached by
the Telephone Company’s National Security/Emergency
Preparedness Manager. He had a dilemma. Apparently, no one
told him he was expected to establish communications with
FEMA in Washington, DC via High Frequency Radio. He asked
if I could help.
Fortunately, I had a spare military man-pack transceiver in the
truck. However, a suitable antenna proved to be a major
problem. The SEOC was located in a large, 1970s era corporate
-style office building. Not only didn’t the windows open, but
the nearest exit to the outside was over 500-feet away from the
communications room! I didn’t have enough coaxial cable to
exit the building let alone the additional amount needed to erect
a temporary antenna. Even if I had, the losses associated with
such a long run of transmission line would have been significant.

In anticipation of Y2K, we planned to use four different
Amateur Radio Networks. These included HF-SSB (voice), HFCW (radiotelegraph), VHF-FM (voice), and VHF Packet Radio
(digital). Looking the situation over and with the clock ticking
The communications component of Y2K was rather down to the time at which the Telephone Company
straightforward. One part of our plan called for the transmission representative was supposed to check-in with FEMA, I made a
of hourly status reports to the State Emergency Operations quick decision. I disconnected the HF antenna assigned to the
Center from local EOCs, State Police Posts, Prisons and Prison CW station, connected the man-pack unit to the transmission
8 line, dialed in the frequency and handed him the microphone. A

few minutes later, he was in direct communications with FEMA
with a “good readable” signal!” One problem had been solved,
but now I had a new one. Because I had “robbed Peter to pay
Paul,” I now needed an antenna for the CW equipment.

Do We Believe in Our Own System?
By James Wades, WB8SIW

A quick look in the truck revealed a second man-pack unit with a
matching antenna tuner. I then took a good look at one of the
nearby windows, which, it turns out, were made of plain, heavy,
single-pane glass. After considering the situation carefully, the
only workable solution became obvious. I had a State Trooper
round up some tin foil and tape from the cafeteria. When he
returned with the requested items, I made a quick estimate of
glass thickness and ran a few quick calculations, designing an
impromptu series fed antenna using a “coupling capacitor” at the
feed point. The coupling capacitor was constructed in the form
of tin foil and tape on both sides of the window with the pane
acting as the dielectric portion of the capacitor. The feed point
was located on the inside of the building and a wire antenna was
connected to the other side of the “series capacitor” on the
outside of the building. On the inside, a tuner was set on the
window ledge feeding the antenna. Ground was found at the
building frame. A short 50-foot run of coax was then run from
the input of the antenna tuner to the 20-watt HF transceiver
located in the SEOC communications room adjacent to the
EOC. Soon, I was acting as net control on the CW traffic net
using relatively low power and an improvised antenna!

There are likely many reasons one becomes involved in traffic
nets. As a regular participant in CW Nets, I enjoy the operating
challenge. CW Nets offer a level of complexity and variety in
operations and content that is far more challenging than chasing
DX or contesting (both worthwhile pursuits in their own right).
Others likely enjoy the fraternal nature of traffic nets and the
camaraderie they offer. Perhaps others see value in having a
"reason" to use their radio for something other than exchanging
signal reports. In other words, the reasons are as varied as the
participants.

It is surprising that so few active NTS members regularly
originate radiograms. Are we all orphans, devoid of family,
friends and associates, cast adrift to wander the earth, devoid of
human contact? Is there no one to whom we can send a
radiogram? All humor aside; it seems to me that one of the
reasons so few active traffic handlers originate radiograms is the
simple fact that many do not believe in their own system.
Perhaps they are uncomfortable sending a radiogram to a friend
or family member for fear it will be viewed as "anachronistic."
Perhaps they are concerned that their fellow radio amateurs will
not be receptive to receiving a message. However, my
experience has shown this is not the case. Receiving a
radiogram is a unique experience in the era of instant
communications, particularly if the delivery is conducted in a
polite and professional manner.

In the end, when the State Police Communications Officer
crunched the data, it was found that the CW net cleared 3.5
more messages per hour than the voice net. The CW net also
cleared 4 times more messages than the Packet Radio Network!
While my signal was likely not the best, traffic was cleared
throughout the night with no “fills” or repeats. The same could
not be said for HF-SSB, which suffered from extensive
interference and poor propagation. For several hours during the
evening, the 75-meter HF voice station even proved unusable
despite using 100-watts and a full size dipole, while the makeshift
CW arrangement continued to run like clockwork.

There are many reasons to originate a radiogram. One of my
favorite activities is to send a "radiogram" QSL to those with
whom I've had a particularly enjoyable contact. For example, I
have worked QRP operators running 1 watt or the like and I
often follow up such contacts with a radiogram. In such cases,
the recipient is always a ham radio operator, and the delivery
process can introduce a new ham to the NTS and perhaps
exposing him to the QRP "bug."

While the incident makes for a fun story, it also points out that
success in ECOM work is often based on the old adage of
“improvise, adapt and overcome.” It was certainly true in this
case. For quite a while afterward, I was greeted as “MacGyver”
around the Emergency Management Division. However, the
real credit goes to the Amateur Radio Service, a hobby that gave
me a broad, intuitive understanding of electronics, antenna and
transmission line theory, and the hands-on skills needed to make
things work even when the situation looks hopeless!

Wouldn't it be great if every active traffic handler made a
commitment today to originate an average of one unique
radiogram per week? The impact of the system would likely be
transformative and hundreds of radio amateurs would be
introduced (or reintroduced) to NTS in the process.
Are you willing to step-up and take pride in the NTS program?

“MacGyver Moments” are common in ARES. They
also speak to the flexibility and creativity of the
Amateur Radio Community. Please submit a story
about your “MacGyver Moment” to the Editor of
“QNI—The NTS Newsletter.”

Step-up to the plate and take a swing at improving
NTS. Hit four radiograms into infield play per
month. If every active traffic handler originates an
average of four unique radiograms per month, we
will soon be batting 500.
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are times during which one may simply have to transcribe
messages. This is particularly true when one is out in the
elements or when one is highly mobile at a disaster scene.

Handling Traffic in the Rain?
By James Wades, WB8SIW

As a society, we are naturally enamored with technology. We
occasionally see it as a cure-all for operational problems, many
of which are decidedly human in nature. We are not unlike a
clerk recently encountered at a big box office supply store who
was equipped with a special I-phone set up for use when
providing customer service. When asked to point out the
location of some "comb binders," the young man had no idea
what a "comb binder" was, so he had to look it up on his
company issued "smart phone." Second, when the time came
to check out the customer, he ran the credit card through the
"smart phone" device, but he nonetheless had to walk across the
store to provide a paper receipt for the customer, who needed it
for his business expense report.

The recent IC-213 versus radiogram controversy has revealed
some "interesting" approaches to emergency communications
planning that may or may not prove to be wise when put into
practice. One EC revealed that his local Office of Emergency
Management insisted that all messages must be sent as a
computer file attachment containing the IC-213 message form.
No transcribed messages were to be permitted during
operations.
Under ideal conditions, this may prove to be a good practice.
However, the devil is always in the details, so let's set-up a
scenario to test this theoretical planning assumption.
"It's 3-AM and you're notified by your ARRL Emergency
Coordinator that a freight train carrying concentrated chlorine
has derailed nearby and a local community is being evacuated.
You are asked to report immediately to the incident command
post established in a safe location determined by an appropriate
plume dispersion model and other guidelines.

In reality, the office supply store would likely have been better
off hiring a clerk who actually knew something about office
supplies. Such a person would have likely known what a comb
binder was; thereby avoiding the time lost to "researching it."
An experienced employee also would have likely anticipated the
fact that most business people who buy office supplies need a
receipt for tax and accounting purposes. Yet, when one is a
hammer, everything is a nail, and when youthful business
managers come of age with a "smart" phone glued to their ear
or a PC on their lap, they often assume that such devices are the
solution to all operational problems. It's simply generational
myopia. In other words, sometimes, technology is used simply
for technology's sake or it’s used unwisely.

When you arrive, the weather is cold and damp, with a steady
rain. You step out of your vehicle with your "go-kit," register
at the command post and then contact the EOC via your twoway radio. They notify you that they have two messages for
the Incident Commander." Your part in the response phase of
the disaster has begun.
Based on this scenario, let's ask some questions:

The same is true for ham radio operators and emergency
responders. Sometimes, one is simply better off with a handheld radio, a pad of self-duplicating message forms and some
pencils (ink pens run in the rain and won’t work in the cold).
Including the materials needed to provide a record of message
traffic handled at a disaster site along with a suitable radio log to
summarize the content of important tactical communications
not only ensures a better class of service, but it also protects
both the ARES group and its served agencies from liability.
Here are a few items for the go-kit, which are hardly "high
tech," but which can nonetheless prove very useful:



What does one do if a computer and printer are not available
for your use? Perhaps you were at work or another function
when the emergency occurred, leaving insufficient time to stage
all the needed digital equipment.



What if you arrive on site with the necessary equipment for
data communications, but you experience the "blue screen of
death" or a similar equipment failure.



It's cold and wet. Will your printer perform reliably in such
circumstances? Is 110-VAC available to operate it? What if the
generator fails? Will an incident commander have time to walk
over to your laptop computer to read every incoming message
before it scrolls away?

A "Write in Rain" Notebook: I have found the surveyor's
level book to be ideally arranged for any ECOM function. The
waterproof paper is ideal for keeping notes or tracking tactical
communications when in the field during an emergency. It will
even work in the pouring rain or driving snow.



What if you are assigned to your location with the intention
that you will be handling primarily tactical type messages, but in
an unexpected twist of events, the EOC wants to send you
several important messages from external agencies using IC-213
format or another version of record message traffic?

Self-carbon business memo forms: These message pads
are designed for use in a large factory or office environment.
They allow one to write out a message, which can then be
handed to an agency official (the addressee) while a carbon copy
is retained in the book for one's records.

Perhaps we've belabored the point, but the fact is; there are
times when one is simply better off with a portable or hand-held
two-way radio, a few pencils, and some message forms. There

Pencils and a Pencil Sharpener: In an EOC or other
10

controlled environment, records should always be kept in pen
and ink or in electronic format. When an error is made on a
hand-written log, message-blank, or similar form, that error
should be scored through with a single line, initialed and then
corrected so that it remains part of the record. However, an
ink pen can be quite problematic in very cold weather or in
wet weather. Likewise, a pen can run out of ink. In some
field conditions, a pencil is simply the better choice.

How to handle a TCC or Area Net Rep
An Operating Tip
In the ideal world, representation between the various layered
NTS nets would be 100 percent and traffic would move
smoothly and quickly between the layers. However, in the
real world, issues arise, which occasionally hinder the flow of
traffic between nets. This can be the result of an absent liaison
station or due to poor radio conditions.

Remember that technology is not always the solution to an
operational problem. Sometimes, it's the value of intelligence,
experience, good judgment and solid administrative skills that
makes an ARES operator of value during an emergency or
public service event. Handling traffic regularly, serving as a
NCS and similar activities are ways in which one can ensure
that he has the administrative skills needed to be effective in
time of emergency.

On occasion, a TCC or Area Net representative will make a
special point to check into a Section net to clear a file of traffic. In such cases, the net control should make a point to expedite this process.

When such a situation occurs, the NCS may first try to quickly
locate a direct outlet for the traffic amongst operators already
in the net. If no direct outlets are available, the NCS should
then locate a volunteer to clear the TCC or Area Net representative’s file of traffic expeditiously. Once the traffic has
cleared, the TCC or Area Net representative should then be
immediately excused from the net.

Centennial Radiograms
The ARRL Centennial Convention at Hartford, Connecticut
will be held from July 17 to July 19, 2014.

The idea is to free the representative to go about his regular
net schedule without delay. One may look at the special routing as a favor, which should be returned by promptly clearing
the file and then quickly excusing the representative. In a
sense, the “visiting” representative should move to the “head of
the line.”

The Morse Telegraph Club, along with the W1TP Telegraph
Museum, will have a special exhibit at the Convention Center.
This exhibit will include a display of historic keys, telegraph
instruments, Enigma machines and other historical items.
Included in this display will be an operational telegraph office.

-30-

At this time, arrangements are being made to originate 100th
Anniversary Radiograms from the event. These radiograms
will be originated by telegraph from the event and then refiled
to NTS for routing to their destination.
A special 100th Anniversary radiogram blank will be prepared
for this event. This blank will be used at the event for
originations, thereby providing an additional souvenir from the
event. This blank will also be made available to NTS members
throughout the US and Canada who may wish to print out
some copies for those messages they choose to deliver
personally or via US Mail.

Ideally, this activity will provide those visiting the Convention
with a rare opportunity to see American Morse Code and
traditional telegraph instruments in use while simultaneously
creating some good will and interest in the ARRL National
Traffic System.
Because of the high-profile nature of the 100th Anniversary
Convention, we hope that NTS volunteers will do their best to
make the delivery of these messages a quality, special occasion.
This includes ensuring they are delivered on a timely basis.

In the next issue of QNI: Restoring and using a 1927 Radio Engineering Laboratories Shortwave Receiver. What was it like to be a ham in the
1920s ? This receiver tells part of the story!

More details will be released as the event approaches.
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often turn up a good, refurbished computer at a reasonable
price. In reality, one should be able to get active on NTSD for
less than a few hundred dollars provided he already has a serviceable HF transceiver.

Setting up a simple NTSD Station
By James Wades, WB8SIW
Undoubtedly, there are quite a few NTS volunteers who believe
that NTSD is excessively expensive or too complex to get involved with. In order to debunk this theory, your Editor decided to set up his own NTSD station at minimal cost. This was
more than an exercise. As Net Manager for ILN (Illinois CW
Net) and an active member of the QMN (Michigan CW Net), I
wanted to use NTSD to supplement our existing liaison with
NTS Cycle 4. I also wanted to do everything as inexpensively as
possible, because the wife is on her fourth round of long-term
unemployment since the “Great Recession” hit Michigan back in
2005.

The DRS Physical Configuration (Station Layout)
I had recently down-sized the shack, which is a nice way of saying I needed some cash in a hurry to aid a family members in
need. This left an empty 19-inch relay rack that formerly held a
very nice Drake B-Line. I mounted my remaining amateur radio
equipment in this rack. A Yaesu FT-450D would now serve as a
dual purpose HF data radio in addition to serving as my primary
transceiver for HF SSB and CW nets and casual operating. This
one-size-fits-all radio, along with a good quality tuner and some
other ancillary devices were all mounted in the relay rack to
facilitate an efficient use of space and to make the wiring and
interfacing of the units easy.

The TNC
Because NTSD and WinLink-2000 (WL2K) rely on PACTOR
("Packet Teleprinting Over Radio"), facilities are in place to
support most prior generations of PACTOR Terminal Node
Controllers ("TNC"). While the more advanced versions of
PACTOR (PACTOR III or later) are extremely robust, TNCs
capable of these more advanced modes can be rather expensive,
even when purchased used. For those on a tight budget, older
TNCs equipped for PACTOR I, are readily available at little
cost. These PACTOR I units are sufficiently robust to facilitate
reliable traffic work and basic radio e-mail service. I was fortunate to have an older "KAM-plus" HF/VHF PACTOR/Packet
TNC sitting in storage. The cost was, for all purposes "free."
However, serviceable units in good condition can be regularly
found in the Amateur Radio classifieds at prices ranging from 20
to 100 dollars. Also, a free unit can also be obtained on loan
from the NTSD "equipment bank," provided it is used for the
NTSD Digital Relay Station ("DRS") function.

A sliding rack shelf that formerly held a couple of telegraph keys
was converted back to its original purpose, which is to hold a
computer keyboard and mouse.
As can be seen in the photo, everything needed for a complete
shack is mounted in a single heavy-duty 19-inch open style rack
frame, which was originally obtained for 50-dollars on
"Craigslist."
VHF Packet Radio
Because the KAM plus is a dual-port unit capable of both HF
PACTOR and VHF Packet Radio, the first step taken involved
activating the VHF packet radio capability. An older Radio
Shack VHF transceiver was pressed into service for this purpose.
While VHF packet radio activity is very limited in this area, it
nonetheless made sense to establishes an additional resource for
local ECOM work. The VHF packet radio PBBS, while somewhat slow by modern standards, can nonetheless serve as a gateway between local ARES members and NTS. Such a capability
is another tool in the local emergency communications tool belt
that remains available if needed.

The Computer
The computer problem was also easily solved. Fortunately, I had
a nice, refurbished Dell desktop machines of fairly recent vintage, which had been used to remote control functions on movie
sets. Having been stored away for a year or so, it was pressed
into service for NTSD. In addition to being loaded with a clean
copy of Windows XP, it was also paired with two flat-screen
monitors, one of which was ideally suited for mounting in a 19inch relay rack. The cost was, again, essentially "free." It should
be noted that the software required for NTSD participation will
work with almost any prior generation of the Windows Operating System dating back to Windows 95.

Solving the Interference Problems
Before moving on to the NTSD PACTOR side, it was necessary
to solve some RFI problems. Because the equipment is used for
both regular operating activities as well as digital modes, I quickly discovered that whenever I transmitted using CW, the computer keyboard input went "nuts." This resulted in some problematic behaviors, including an unintentional command sequence that changed the computer registry. Furthermore, the
TNC was completely reset and all memory contents were lost,
requiring a reprogramming of basic parameters. Needless to
say, immediate steps were taken to solve the computer RFI
problem.

Now, some will rightfully suggest that these items are not really
"free." This is true. I was fortunate to have many of the required items already available. However, many of us have older
computers stored away, which are quite suitable for NTSD.
Likewise, discrete inquiries at work or amongst family members
may very likely yield a serviceable computer at the right price.
As a last resort, a call to "Tiger Direct" or a similar supplier will

The available aluminum computer shell was grounded to the low
-impedance station ground and a ferromagnetic choke was
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Sending the first radio e-mail

placed on both the keyboard and mouse cables. These latter
devices are readily available from Amidon Associates, which
specializes in the manufacture ferromagnetic devices. After
these modifications were made, the RFI problem completely
disappeared.

My first test was to access the WL2K system using a list of active
WL2K RMS stations. One can select a suitable station based on
propagation and frequency. Experienced radio amateurs can do
this at a glance using their intuitive knowledge of frequency versus distance desired and time of day, but it is a rather cumbersome method. An up-to-date “ini” file may be downloaded to
provide an database of active MBOs. This database allows one to
automate the frequency selection for his transceiver.

A word of advice is in order regarding ferromagnetic chokes and
similar components. Take the time to select and purchase a
good quality unit, manufactured for the frequency range in use,
from a reputable firm. I have used Amidon Associates products
for years in high-profile RFI cases involving defense, government
and industrial communications facilities. A number of inexpensive substitutes are available on the market from electronics vendors, but remember the old adage…one gets what he pays for.
The Amidon Part Number I used was: 2X31-64S1P2

The first time one connects, he will be automatically registered
with the WL2K system. It's all automatic and very easy. The
station to which one connects will set a clock which limits one's
connect time during a 24-hour cycle. This time limit is specific
to a particular station, and not to the overall use of the system.
Once one is registered with WL2K, he can then connect and
send either radio e-mail or NTSD traffic.

The PACTOR TNC Cable
Modern HF transceivers have a special data communications
port. Because my eyesight seems to diminish slightly with each
passing day, I decided to purchase a commercially manufactured
cable specifically assembled to interface my FT-450D transceiver
with the KAM-plus TNC. Cables specifically intended for WinLink and NTSD are available from:

The airmail radio e-mail client is simple and easy to use. It closely resembles "Outlook" and similar consumer email programs.
Once one drafts an e-mail message, it displays in an "Outbox."
The next time he connects to the WL2K system, the e-mail is
automatically uploaded to the WL2K system.
I sent my first e-mail to my personal e-mail address and the second e-mail to the QMN CW Net Manager informing her that I
had activated the NTSD capability. Those familiar with the Windows OS will have no problem intuitively understanding Airmail.

Randy Hayden W7TUT
www.qsl.net/w7tut
randy.fha@gmail.com
Once the TNC was interfaced with the computer, the PACTOR
capability was tested and the RF output was checked with an
available service monitor to ensure a clean waveform and the
correct occupied bandwidth.

Sending the first Radiogram
The process of sending the first radiogram is nearly the same as
sending one's first email. One simply uses a unique NTSD address consisting of the destination (addressee) five digit zip code,
"NTS" and the two letter state abbreviation in the "to" line of
the e-mail form. He then places the destination city and telephone area code and prefix in the subject line. For example a
message to Marion, Illinois with a zip code of 62959 might be
addressed as:

Downloading the Software
Airmail software is utilized for NTSD. While the WinLink organization has an very nice Web Site, which offers the capability
to download Airmail, those intending to use it for NTSD should
download it from the following URL:
http://siriuscyber.net/ham

To: 62959@NTSIL
Subject: Marion 619 993

It should be noted that RMS Express is the preferred client for
WinLink 2000, whereas Airmail is not. RMS Express requires
that one’s Windows OS include the “Microsoft dot net” framework to properly function. I found that my KAM Plus is NOT
supported for PACTOR-I by RMS Express nor is it supported in
the WinLink Classic Software used by the NTSD MBOs. While
a “grayed-out” space for it exists in the latter software, the feature was never added.

As soon as one populates the "To" line, the Airmail Software
automatically adjusts the format for NTSD.
The radiogram message itself goes in the text or body of the
form. One types out the message body in ALL CAPS using the
standard radiogram format. The only addition is the "BT" prosign between the preamble and text and again, between the text
and the signature. No blank lines are included in the body of the
radiogram message.

I simply downloaded the Airmail software to a thumb drive at
my convenience and then used this to load the software onto the
dedicated NTSD computer.

A listing of the NTSD target stations is available on-line. It is
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best to connect to one of the three Area Mailboxes when originating radiogram traffic, but a radiogram can be originated
through any WL2K gateway.
Some lessons learned
Some lessons learned during the process include:


Not all WL2K stations accept PACTOR-I. This isn't particularly problematic, but one should be aware that it is
necessary to check the WL2K list to ensure that a station
accepts this older "legacy" mode.



Not all on-line information about WL2K and NTSD is created equal. Some obsolete information remains on the
web. A good starting place is the revised Chapter 6 of the
NTS MPG entitled “Guide for NTSD and Radio Email via
WL2K. At the time this article was written, this is available at:

List of useful URLs:





http://siriuscyber.net/ham/
http://www.k6jt.com/CAS/
http://wx4j.com/MPG6_NTSD_RADIOEMAIL.htm
http://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/73013707/NTS%
20Digital%20Operations.pdf

http://wx4j.com/MPG6_NTSD_RADIOEMAIL.htm


Ensure the boiler-plate station components are properly
arranged and in good working order before attempting to
use the system.

Summary
Over all, I was rather shocked at how easy it was to get set-up
for NTSD and WL2K. Once the basic equipment was arranged
and tested, I was able to start originating radio e-mail and NTS
radiograms in a matter of minutes. There was some study time
involved, but this amounted to a few hours of researching, locating and reading some on-line documents.
I had a great time putting it all together and making it work.
While I still prefer the challenge of a snappy CW net, NTSD
will prove to be another excellent tool in the ECOM tool belt.
It will allow our nets to originate traffic moving out of our Section at times which fall outside the normal NTS cycles. It will
also facilitate the delivery, via e-mail, of agency traffic and basic
documents in time of emergency when normal telecommunications common carrier infrastructure is unavailable.
NTSD Station Rack Mounted. From top to bottom: Monitor; FT-450D
adjacent to VHF Packet Transceiver and KAM Plus TNC; Keyboard on
rack shelf; Dell PC. Power supplies for VHF Packet Transceiver and HF
Transceiver can be seen on bottom shelf.

Based on my initial observations; NTSD is an excellent tool.
When one examines the system, it's obvious that the WL2K
and NTSD teams are both staffed by highly dedicated radio amateurs presenting an example of what real teamwork can accomplish in a volunteer organization.

We need your articles! Your Editor tries to provide as many interesting articles as he can produce, but “QNI” works best when it offers a diversity of ideas and perspectives. Let’s hear
more from our readers!

While WL2K and NTSD are not a replacement for the elegant
simplicity and efficiency of a well-run "traditional mode" traffic
net, it offers a level of flexibility that is much needed to make
NTS more relevant in the modern ECOM environment. I
would encourage each NTS net to solicit at least one volunteer
willing to develop this capability. It's well worth the effort.
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Low impedance ground to computer frame adjacent to torodial transformer for RFI suppression on keyboard and mouse leads.

Keyboard on sliding rack-shelf. Rack-mounting is an excellent spacesaving concept for adding additional capabilities to one’s shack.

NTSD functional block diagram showing relationship between MBOs (Mailbox Operations) and DRS (Digital Relay Stations). Diagram is from the
NTS MPG Chapter 6.
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Special Supplement to April 2014 Issue of “QNI”

—————————————————————————-

The NTS Area Staff Chairs were made aware of issues, brought to them by the NTS membership, regarding the increase in certain message types
reaching silent keys and concerns about having too many greetings sent to newly licensed amateurs. The three Area Chairs have addressed these topics
in a Message Origination and Delivery Guidance document setting forth recommended "sound practices" for all NTS operators. - Steven R Phillips,
K6JT
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The Michigan Net, QMN
The Michigan Net, QMN, may be the oldest
continuously operating traffic net in the
World. In the autumn of 1935, members of
the Detroit Amateur Radio Association developed the idea of a spot-frequency traffic net.
This was a rather revolutionary idea at the
time, which was just emerging within Amateur Radio. The QMN model would eventually become the standard for all traffic handling activities.

FCC restructuring forced a frequency
change.
QMN remains a very active and viable net
meeting on 3563-KHz at the following
times:
6:30 PM Eastern Time (2330Z)
10:00 PM Eastern Time (0300Z)
Alternative frequencies for QMN include:
7068 KHz (summer/daytime)
1812 KHz (winter/nighttime)

At the time QMN was formed, the crystal
controlled “Master Oscillator Power Amplifier” (“MOPA”) style of transmitter was gaining
prominence in Amateur Radio. A radio amateur at Dollar Bay, Michigan was commissioned to make the first crystals for the QMN
frequency, which would become 3663-KHz.

The alternate frequencies are typically used
for emergencies or special net sessions at
those times when propagation conditions
cannot support operations on the primary
frequency.

QMN continued to operate daily on 3663KHz, 365-days per year (with the exception
of the World War Two years), until recent

www.michigannet.org

More information is available at:

It is not always may
All contents are Copyright 2014.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

The sun is bright
The air is clear
The darting swallows soar and sing
And from the stately elms I hear
The bluebird prophesying Spring…..
There is light at the end of the tunnel for those
of us in the Upper Midwest who endured the
hardship of an unusually brutal winter.
For the first time in over two decades, the
Great Lakes were nearly frozen over. Areas
such as Indianapolis, Chicago, Detroit,
Southern Ontario and the Atlantic Seaboard
experienced significant snow storms,
sometimes as often as twice per week!
But there were some good things about winter
as well. The Canadian Men’s and Women’s
Hockey Teams played beautifully at the Sochi
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Olympics.
Those that didn’t have the
opportunity to see the Canadian Women
come from behind to defeat the United States
missed an amazing Hockey Game!
Despite a few bright spots, one can probably
safely assume that nearly everyone is glad to
see warmer weather on the horizon.
Now is an excellent time to make plans for
your summer. Why not plan to attend the
Dayton Hamvention or the “once in a lifetime”
ARRL Centennial Convention at Hartford,
Connecticut. Plan a few camping or fishing
trips. Take some time to enjoy the warm
weather. As Longfellow reminds us….
Enjoy the spring of youth and love
To some good angel leave the rest
For time will teach thee soon enough
There are no birds in last year’s nest!

